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A congruence with the Euler totient function  :
Abstract: In this article we give a result obtained of an experimental way
for  the Euler totient function.
Theorem 1: for all nzyx ,,,  positive integers zx  and yx  we have:
a)  ) (mod 0)( nyx nn 
b) ) (mod 0)( nxz nn 
c) ) (mod 0)( n
xz
xz nn




d) ) (mod 0)( n
yx
yx nn



   in this last case n is odd and 5n .
I have verified these results experimentally for n=1 up to 20 and for x, y, z
= 1 up to 100.
As particular cases we have that the Cunningham numbers also verify:
1),(  nbnbC            ) (mod   0)),(( nnbC 
1),(  nbnbC            ) (mod   0)),(( nnbC 
and the Mersenne numbers:
12  nnM                    ) (mod   0)( nM n 
Also it is verified by the Repunit numbers:
1
1),(



b
bnbR
n
              ) (mod   0)),(( nnbR 
I have obtained experimentally also this result that implies the previous
theorem:
Theorem 2: For all nyx ,,   yx  positive integers 5n  exist q  prime
number ) mod(1 nq    and  q divides )/()( yxyx nn  .
(n odd in the case +)
Consider: )/()( yxyxa nn   by the conjecture bqa c   with b  and c
positive integers and 1),( bqGCD  then we have
)()1()()()()( 1 bqqbqbqa ccc     and therefore 
)(mod0)( na 
Proof [1]:
One can assume x  and y coprime (as m divides n implies phi(m) divides
phi (n))
so, they are prime to N= xn + yn . Now it is clear that a=y/x has order 2n in
the group (Z/NZ)*.
(If am = 1 with m < n, then N divides ym – xm, which is an 
integer between 1 and N-1).
Proof [2]:
The result is an immediate corollary of the theorem of Birkhoff and
Vandiver (Ann Math vol 5, pp. 173-180, 1903).
It states that for integers n > 1, a > b > 0 with a, b coprime then
Phi_n(a,b) has a prime factor p not dividing any Phi_m(a,b) for any proper
factors m of n EXCEPT if n = 6 and a = 2 and b = 1.
To explain the notation: Phi_n(X,Y) is the homogenized version of the n-
th cyclotomic polynomial: Phi_n(X,Y) is the product of X + zY as z runs
through the primitive n-th roots of unity.
The prime p whose existence is shown satsifies p = 1 (mod n).
Now an + bn is the product of Phi_k(a,b) for all k dividing 2n but not n, 
an – bn is the product of Phi_k(a,b) for all k dividing n, for odd n 
(an + bn)/(a + b) is the product of Phi_k(a,b) for all k>2 dividing 2n but not
n, and (an – bn)/(a-b) is the product of Phi_k(a,b) for all k>1 dividing n.
In all cases this number is a multiple of Phi_n(a,b) or Phi_{2n}(a,b).
Assume gcd(a,b) = 1 (the general case reduces to this), unless n = 3 or 6
and a= 2, b = 1, then the number in question has a prime factor 
p = 1 (mod n) and phi of it is divisible by p - 1 and so by n.
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